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All of the questions I had from part 1 were thankfully answered. To avoid spoilers I will just tell you that yes,
Grollics are werewolves. Yes, the Nephilim are fallen angels. Yes, the Nephilim can be killed. Though sadly,
Rouge does not fit in like she had hoped. I also did no Susanna Great finish compared to part oneI loved this
book all the way through. I read most of it one sitting. It had enough mystery to keep me wondering, but also
enough revelations that I can handle waiting to get the answers. I am going to buy the next book right now.
Jack Vasen There is no reason for this story to have been released in two parts except greed. I believe that by
the date of this writing, that is a non-issue. Now that we can follow the story to a conclusion of at least one
major thread, it is a good story. It is fairly fast paced. I thought there were some pretty good hints as to some
of what the reader ultimately wants to know, but there are still some elusive details that even the most
perceptive reader m As Rouge finds out who she is and what she can do the rest of the gang tries to figure out
what is going on. This writer provides a riveting story with characters you want to know more about and enjoy
their interactions. Keep in mind Roug So many different things going on. Love Rouge and Michael. So many
things happening. So much going on. Diane Goodman Wonderful book, I love this series and I have already
started the 3rd. Book in the series. So far I am really enjoying it. I have to admit that in some places I have had
to go back and read a couple pages again to make sure that I really read and understood the last couple pages. I
love the interaction between the main characters and there have been times when I wanted to be able to grab
the father figure and squeeze his neck until he made a lot o While some secrets are revealed, the mystery
deepens and the fascination concerning Rouge increases. There is heart stopping action and scary
confrontations. Some surprising twists sweeten the plot. The momentum pushes forward taking the reader on a
wild ride. A cliffhanger will leave you thirsting for more. Paranormal lovers will enjoy the mystery I had to
immediately buy the next 2 books The characters get even better, the world is continuing to expand and seeing
how the littlest pieces are placed to fit better later, makes it a gift to read! May did an amazing job on book 2.
Read it in one sitting. She kept me so into the book with the storyline and some actions. Nothing dragged the
storyline that would making this boring in was intense for me. This story has an interesting plot that kept me
listening and wanting to know what happens next. Deborah Taylor Good 2nd bookThis is a pretty good series.
Should be pretty interesting. Marcie Wegner Part 2 picks up where part 1 leaves off and I read it in one sitting.
The characters were more fully developed in part 2 and I found myself wanting to know more. I look forward
to the next installment of the saga. Debbie Suriano Fun readI really did enjoy the storyline and the characters.
Do I think that it is well written? The answer to that would be "no". Deborah McClatchey Seventh Mark is a
great book to a fantastic series. May left met wanting more, while letting me fall in love with the characters. It
keeps going in so many direction. Aneisa Fraga At the end it showed that there are two more books to this
series..? Where part 1 ends, part 2 begins. This series keeps getting better and better. Chris Finn Read book 1
and book 2 today, Liked what I read, enjoyed the characters. Not sure I want to read the next book though.
Quite happy to leave Rouge and Michael as they are at end of book 2. It added detail to the story and really
kept it going in a new and unexpected way. Very quick and easy to get into. Good read during my schooling.
Onto the next book! What do you do? Hurricane readers book review gave me the book for my honest review
estelle Another excellent bookLoved how the chapters went felt sorry for rouge but willing to know More in
the next book really has got! Put any of the books down till they were finished. Love these books Jack
Washburn Ignore complaint about part 1Whatever I missed in part 1 was covered in this book. This is a great
series. I am eagerly waiting to read the rest of the books.
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I believe that by the date of this writing, that is a non-issue. Now that we can follow the story to a conclusion
of at least one major thread, it is a good story. It is fairly fast paced. I thought there were some pretty good
hints as to some of what the reader ultimately wants to know, but there are still some elusive details that even
the most perceptive reader may not figure out. And there are some unknowns to be explored in future books.
In my review of Part 1, I said that sometimes it is a little too much of an information dump. I thought there
was still a bit of that, although not nearly as much. In Part 2 we got enjoy the scenery a little, if you will, and
digest the story and relationships. Seth adds some humor and depth. Caleb is still shallow being pretty much
all tough and angry. We will have to see if that is explored in later books. Perhaps it how possessive he gets so
quickly despite justifiable concerns to be more cautious. I usually add a Parental Guidance. There is violence
and killing, but not in overly gory terms. Almost all of it against non-humans but some of it is against
defenseless females. Three different women are said to be raped although it is not described in detail. Another
woman is beaten some and threatened to be tortured to death. There is no description of any other sex. For
preteens, a parent will have to decide for themselves based on my listings, but I would probably avoid it for
that age. As Rouge finds out who she is and what she can do the rest of the gang tries to figure out what is
going on. This writer provides a riveting story with characters you want to know more about and enjoy their
interactions. Keep in mind Rouge is just having her 18th birthday so this is for a younger age group but also
for the young at heart. OVerall a good read I would recommend especially if you love shifters and others.
Rouge moves to a new town, new foster home biding her time till she turns 18 and out of the system. Nothing
is what it seems in this small town and neither is she. Looking forward to reading more of this series. Nov 04,
Jillian Davis rated it liked it Pretty Good Definitely a teenager read with drawn out plot, but keeps me reading.
I feel like the first two books should have been 1 or less drawn out, but decent none the less. Feb 24, Mandy
Stump rated it liked it So.. So many different things going on. Love Rouge and Michael. So many things
happening. So much going on.
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I read most of it one sitting. It had enough mystery to keep me wondering, but also enough revelations that I
can handle waiting to get the answers. As Rouge finds out who she is and what she can do the rest of the gang
tries to figure o Jack Vasen There is no reason for this story to have been released in two parts except greed. I
believe that by the date of this writing, that is a non-issue. Now that we can follow the story to a conclusion of
at least one major thread, it is a good story. It is fairly fast paced. I thought there were some pre All of the
questions I had from part 1 were thankfully answered. To avoid spoilers I will just tell you that yes, Grollics
are werewolves. Yes, the Nephilim are fallen angels. So many different things going on. Love Rouge and
Michael. So many things happening. So much going on. Rouge moves to a new town, new foster home biding
her time till she turns 18 and out of the system. Nothing is what it seems in this small town and neither is she.
Looking forward to reading more of this series Jillian Davis Pretty GoodDefinitely a teenager read with drawn
out plot, but keeps me reading. I feel like the first two books should have been 1 or less drawn out, but decent
none the less. Download at full speed with unlimited bandwidth with just one click! Fully optimized for all
platforms - no additional software required!
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When Melody Williams goes missing at a concert, at Club Nightshade, her eighteen-year-old cousin, Chelsey
Fairfax, sneaks into the club to find answers. Little does she know that some mysteries are better left hidden.
Meanwhile, Venom is in town, a hot new band from Europe, and the owner of Club Nightshade wants them
there permanently May An ancient journal, a Sioghra necklace and a special mark force life-altering decisions
for a girl who grew up unprepared to fight for her life or others. It can only lead to troubleâ€¦or something
even more sinister. There are werewolves in this story Masquerading as a boy, Jinji joins Rhen with vengeance
in her heart. Jinji can weave the elements to create master illusions and Rhen can pull burning flames into his
flesh. But while they struggle to hide the truth, a shadow lurks in the night. An ancient evil has reawakened,
and unbeknownst to them, these two unlikely companions hold the key to its defeat. Because their meeting
was not coincidence--it was fate. And their story has played out before, in a long forgotten time, an age of
myth that is about to be reborn Their attraction is instant, the chemistry undeniable. When her new friend,
Fred tells her his suspicions about Jesse being a paranormal creature, Taylor laughs. But when Fred turns up
dead, she believes every warning he ever told her. Will Taylor dive into a paranormal world she knows
nothing about? Immediately her body starts going through physical changes but when she runs into her former
high school crush, Ryan Garrett, she is unaware of the life altering affects he will have on her. But when a
demon attacks her study group at the library, she has no choice but to reveal her abilities to warn the others. To
stay alive she joins forces with the other students and a secret society that has battled the demons for centuries.
The last thing she wants to do is be a pawn in the war of good and evil. She has no choice but to acknowledge
the bonds that tie her to the other students, even if some of them refuse, to have the strength to defeat the
demon that hunts them down. Will she survive long enough to stop the demons from destroying everything
Keywords: Free, Freebie, Vampire, Wolf, werewolf, sexy alpha, free fantasy, supernatural, comic book, free
paranormal, witch, paranormal romance, fantasy series.
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I read most of it one sitting. It had enough mystery to keep me wondering, but also enough revelations that I
can handle waiting to get the answers. I am going to buy the next book right now. Diane Goodman Wonderful
book, I love this series and I have already started the 3rd. Book in the series. So far I am really enjoying it. I
have to admit that in some places I have had to go back and read a couple pages again to make sure that I
really read and understood the last couple pages. I love the interaction between the main characters and there
have been times when I wanted to be able to grab the father figure and squeeze his neck until he made a lot of
loud funny noises. If you love werewolfs and vam Wonderful book, I love this series and I have already
started the 3rd. If you love werewolfs and vampires with a twist then you really should give this series a try,
You will not be sorry. Rouge moves to a new town, new foster home biding her time till she turns 18 and out
of the system. Nothing is what it seems in this small town and neither is she. Looking forward to reading more
of this series. As Rouge finds out who she is and what she can do the rest of the gang tries to figure out what is
going on. This writer provides a riveting story with characters you want to know more about and enjoy their
interactions. Keep in mind Rouge is just having her 18th birthday so this is for a younger age group but also
for the young at heart. OVerall a good read I would recommend especially if you love shifters and others.
Latisha Salamanca Great book! Jack Vasen There is no reason for this story to have been released in two parts
except greed. I believe that by the date of this writing, that is a non-issue. Now that we can follow the story to
a conclusion of at least one major thread, it is a good story. It is fairly fast paced. I thought there were some
pretty good hints as to some of what the reader ultimately wants to know, but there are still some elusive
details that even the most perceptive reader may not figure out. And there are some unknowns to be explored
in future books. In my review of Part 1, I said that sometimes it is a little too much of an information dump. I
thought there was still a bit of that, although not nearly as much. In Part 2 we got enjoy the scenery a little, if
you will, and digest the story and relationships. Seth adds some humor and depth. Caleb is still shallow being
pretty much all tough and angry. We will have to see if that is explored in later books. Perhaps it how
possessive he gets so quickly despite justifiable concerns to be more cautious. I usually add a Parental
Guidance. There is violence and killing, but not in overly gory terms. Almost all of it against non-humans but
some of it is against defenseless females. Three different women are said to be raped although it is not
described in detail. Another woman is beaten some and threatened to be tortured to death. There is no
description of any other sex. For preteens, a parent will have to decide for themselves based on my listings,
but I would probably avoid it for that age. All of the questions I had from part 1 were thankfully answered. To
avoid spoilers I will just tell you that yes, Grollics are werewolves. Yes, the Nephilim are fallen angels. Yes,
the Nephilim can be killed. Though sadly, Rouge does not fit in like she had hoped. I also did not catch on that
this was a modern urban fantasy re 4 stars for the story. I also did not catch on that this was a modern urban
fantasy rendition of Little Red Riding Hood, though I should have. All the clues were there. Not the
wolf-shifter-pack-drama I had originally hoped for, but nonetheless this story did surprise me in a good way.
There were a couple scenes I could have done without so much detail. But I guess we will see. There were a
good bit of editing errors, grammatical and spelling mistakes. Mandy Stump So many different things going
on. Love Rouge and Michael. So many things happening. So much going on. Download at full speed with
unlimited bandwidth with just one click! Fully optimized for all platforms - no additional software required!
Experience all the content you could possibly want from comprehensive library of timeless classics and new
releases. We will not sell or rent your email address to third parties.
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Nothing made sense and everything clicked together instantly. Rouge is a foster kid that moved with her foster
parents. Then why move with them across the country? Rouge runs into Grace and then this monstrosity of a
scene happe Horrible. Rouge runs into Grace and then this monstrosity of a scene happens: However, being
tugged at an almost sprinting speed, I only managed to tug my fingers through my curly hair. I kind of liked
her free spirit and crazy pushiness. The senior class has a party the weekend before school starts. I might get to
see Michael if he attended high school. Except, in the few moments I spent with him, he seemed older
somehow. Grace was like one giant fireball of energy. Then that whole thing with Michael I just met him for a
couple moments, but oh how I long for him. And when exactly did the two of them determine they were going
to the mall? Good idea, but horrible horrible horrible execution. I like the clean-ness of this book. It has a kind
of supernatural I have never heard of, so that is nice. The storyline was good, except it just cut off in the
middle. No revelations made at the end. Just the end, buy part two to find out what happens. Seriously, that
was cruddy. Why cut a book into two parts, short parts at that? Then make you pay for the rest of the book? I
would willingly pay for book two, but why not finish book one first? Another small thing, why not give a
touch more detail? What are school days like? How is she doing in school? How often does she work? How
good is she at her job? That helps to tell what a character is really like. I will but the second part, not happily,
but I will. I really want to see what else they come up with in this series. I am really interested in it.
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With little knowledge about her past, she has questions but has never tried to find the answers. Everything
changes when she befriends a strangely intoxicating family. Siblings Grace and Michael, appear to have
secrets which seem connected to Rouge. Her hunch is confirmed when a horrible incident occurs at an outdoor
party. Rouge may be the only one who can find the answer. An ancient journal, a Sioghra necklace and a
special mark force life-altering decisions for a girl who grew up unprepared to fight for her life or others.
There are werewolves in this storyâ€¦ and they are not friendly. This book will end on a cliffhanger. Book 2
picks up where this book ends. Like most teenagers, Rouge is trying to figure out who she is and what she
wants to be. An ancient journal, a Siorghra necklace and a special mark force life-altering decisions for a girl
who grew up unprepared to fight for her life or others. Part one ends on a cliff hanger. The revelation of what
Michael and Grace truly are and the other worldly characters in this book is pretty fascinating. A horrible
grisly version of the wolf. As the story progresses, more is revealed. Why the angels and grollics are at war
between one another. Two side of the story interpreted differently from each side. What does it mean that
Michael and Grace were spared and lived again after they died? What will Rouge uncover when she goes back
to Niagara Falls to find out about her true parents? Is he threatened or just hates the unknown in Rouge? So
many questions while I patiently wait for the next installment. Great start to an action packed, fast paced
saga!!
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